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The Mailing Room
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The Mailing Room recognises the importance of environmental protection and this
policy states our responsibility to continue to strive for environmental sustainability
across all parts of our business.
Our refurbishment, returns and
distribution centre is an essential part
of our efforts to minimise waste and
improve eco-efficiency. The Mailing
Room distribution centre is dedicated to
refurbishment and reuse of all materials
wherever possible, from cardboard
and packaging through to electrical
components. Our trained staff are
experts in reuse and refurbishment of
parts and packaging, all of which must
continue to meet our highest standards,
so customers can rest assured our
minimal environmental footprint comes
with no compromise in quality. Further,
in the event that any electrical items
are unable to be refurbished or reused
by our warehouse staff, these are
collected for specialised reutilising by
a professional, independent recycling
and waste management provider.
Since its inception in 2008, The
Mailing Room has been committed
to complying with all aspects of
the Waste Electrical and Electronic
Equipment (WEEE) Directive. As such,
our warehouse uses an ISO9001
and ISO14001 certified company
(enviroCraft certificates shown on the
following pages) to collect and recycle
all of its electrical waste. enviroCraft
(www.envirocraft.co.uk) specialise in
WEEE recycling and hazardous waste
disposal with their overall goal to
“maximise recycling and reduce the
amount of waste going to landfill, one
skip-full at a time”.
The Mailing Room’s values of reuse,
refurbishment and recycling match with
those of our contractor and moving
forward we endeavour to reduce the
amount of waste sent to landfill to
zero. With the overwhelming majority
of our products containing electrical
components, The Mailing Room
therefore aim to continue our strong
relationship with enviroCraft and to
go above and beyond the regulations
outlined in the WEEE Directive.

Alongside our commitment to the
reuse and recycling of electrical
components and parts, our distribution
centre ethos also comprehensively
covers all packaging materials that
are involved in the distribution, returns
and refurbishment of machines. As
a part of the mailing industry that by
its very nature uses large volumes of
paper and cardboard packaging, at
The Mailing Room we embrace the
positive impact we can have by making
conscious efforts to reduce and reuse.
As a result, our distribution centre has
the following measures in place to
reduce our environmental footprint:
• Reuse of box and packaging materials
(predominantly cardboard) to
redistribute refurbished machines.
• Reuse of protective packaging
materials (e.g. polystyrene, cardboard
and bubble-wrap) used to shield
machines returning for refurbishment
from damage in transit.
• Designated bins and collection points
for cardboard, polystyrene, WEEE
waste and paper recycling.
• Compressing and banding of waste
cardboard that is unable to be reused
ready for collection.
Our distribution centre is located within
a large warehouse space managed
by Bibby Distribution and as such
our excess cardboard is managed
and recycled as part of their overall
warehouse recycling programme.
Excess cardboard is grouped together
at one of our designated collection
points and is then collected,
compressed and banded together
for further collection. Collection,
removal and recycling of this
cardboard is then managed
professionally by an externally
contracted company as arranged by
the leasers of the warehouse space
(currently Bibby Distribution).
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If you would like to find out more about our range of products and how
The Mailing Room could benefit your organisation, please get in touch.
Call 0800 019 2033 enquiries@themailingroom.com
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